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Identifying flow patterns from massive trajectories of car tourists is considered a promising way to improve the management of
tourism traffic. Previous researches have mainly focused on tourist movements at the macro-scale, such as inbound, domestic, and
urban tourism using flowmaps. Compared with modeling the flow patterns of tourists at the macro-scale, modeling tourist flow at
the microscale is more complicated. +is paper takes Dapeng Island located in Shenzhen as the study area and uses the car
recognition devices to collect traffic flow. Firstly, car tourists are separated from the mixed traffic flow after analyzing the spatial-
temporal characteristics of tourists and residents. Next, daily graphs of tourist movements between road segments and tourist
attractions are constructed. Finally, a frequent subgraph mining algorithm is used to extract the flow patterns of car tourists. +e
experimental results show that (1) car tourists have obvious preferences in the selection of trip time and tourist attractions; (2) the
intercity tourists tend to take multidestination trips rather than a single destination trip in the same type of attractions; (3) car
tourists are inclined to park their cars in an easy-to-access place, even if the attractions visited are changed.+emain contribution
of this paper is to present a new method for discovering the flow patterns of car tourists hidden in massive amounts of license
plate data.

1. Introduction

Due to the flexibility and convenience of road trans-
portation, car-based tourism (travel in owned or rented cars,
also named driving tours [1], car tourism [2], and self-
driving tours [3]; for simplicity, this paper uses the term car
tourism) has been one of the popular forms for leisure and
recreation. Recently, car tourism has been growing rapidly in
China, and its scale is continuing to expand with the im-
provement of road infrastructure and the growth of car
ownership. A statistical report indicated that by 2015, there
were 2.34 billion car tourists in China, accounting for more
than 58.5% of the total domestic tourists [4]. It can be
foreseen that the percentage of car tourists will increase over
time. However, car tourists need to share roads in urban
areas or tourist attractions with residents, and they depend
on the road network to achieve circulation between the

places of origin and multiple tourist attractions. Currently,
urban roads are heavily crowded. When a large number of
tourist cars enter the road network during peak tourist
season, the pressure on road traffic management may be
increased. It is worth noting that this phenomenon is severe
for coastal tourist attractions.

Coastal islands are one of the favorite tourist destina-
tions. +e development of road network on the islands often
precedes the development of tourist attractions, and new
infrastructures and facilities are being built to handle the
increase in tourist traffic. +us, tourism activities tend to be
superimposed on a spatial system and infrastructure net-
work that was not explicitly designed to cater to them and
tourism activities can be unevenly distributed [5]. Addi-
tionally, some islands are connected to the mainland. +e
roads entering and leaving these islands have become bot-
tlenecks for tourism transportation, which poses challenges
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to the coordination of traffic on and off islands. Moreover, in
contrast to commuting transportation, tourism trans-
portation has different characteristics in time and space, and
it requires more comfort and convenience. +e problems
mentioned above show that if tourism transportation is not
taken seriously in traffic management, it is likely to increase
travel difficulties for residents, and it will affect the travel
willingness of tourists and the sustainable development of
tourism transportation.

+e recording and analysis of trajectories are essential
for understanding the movement of tourists and the
management of tourist traffic, such as the optimal location
and development of transportation facilities and the re-
distribution of tourists. However, the lack of practical
approaches for the collection of relevant data limits the
detailed exploration of tourist mobility. +e traditional
method involves paper-and-pencil or computer interviews,
which are expensive and time-consuming. +e collected
data are also typically limited in terms of personal infor-
mation such as family composition, age structure, and
favorite tourist attractions [6]. Recently, with the devel-
opment of sensors such as GPS tracker, video recognition
device, and RFID, which can capture movement data in
real-time and with spatial and temporal details, the tra-
jectory-based data analysis methods have been widely used
in transportation research. +e analysis results provide
real-time and future traffic information for road traffic
managers and travelers, as well as technical support for the
relief of traffic jams. However, current observations of road
traffic are limited to statistical information such as traffic
volume, occupancy, and speed. Movement patterns are
depicted in a flow graph or reported by visual descriptions
rather than exploring flow patterns. Additionally, road
traffic has the characteristics of variability and correlation
in time and space. Previous researches have demonstrated
that sectional traffic flow is interrelated to the distances and
locations of monitoring points and the topology of road
network. +erefore, it is necessary to consider the structure
of road network and the correlation between time and
space in the analysis of tourist traffic. +is consideration is
more useful in explaining the deeper behavior of tourist
traffic.

+is study is an attempt to investigate the flow patterns
of car tourists by applying a frequent subgraph mining
algorithm. +is algorithm can take into account the
correlation of traffic flows captured by video sensors.
From the graph and flow perspective, a coastal island is
used as an experimental area to explore the dynamic
relationship between multiple tourist attractions and key
road segments.+is paper is organized as follows.+e next
section reviews related work on movement pattern mining
and the methods for analyzing trajectory-based data on
tourists and traffic flows. Section 3 introduces the study
area (Dapeng Island, Shenzhen, China). Section 4 de-
scribes the distribution of the monitoring points in detail.
Section 5 introduces the data and methods used in this
paper. Section 6 presents the results of flow patterns
generated by car tourists. Finally, we finish with a dis-
cussion and conclusion.

2. Related Work

In recent years, movement patterns have been analyzed
frequently from transportation to tourism, such as the
research of movement patterns hidden in taxis [7–11],
buses [12, 13], railways [14], tourist movements [15–20],
and even in geo-tagged media datasets [21, 22]. In terms of
tourism transportation research, the efficient manage-
ment of tourist traffic requires a sound understanding of
car tourists’ spatial movement patterns because these
patterns provide critical information, e.g., the flow vol-
ume and spatial transfer direction, for the planning of new
transportation facilities and the redistribution of tourist
flow. As is well known, movement is an intrinsic attribute
of traffic flow that changes over time with respect to the
spatial location of people, goods, and cars. +e patterns
implied in moving datasets are not repeatedly produced
by a single car tourist, but rather by a huge number of cars
that appear in the same area. In most cases, the collected
moving datasets of traffic entities are relatively large in
volume and complex in structure. +erefore, it is neces-
sary to use data mining algorithms and visual analytics
techniques to extract useful and relevant information,
regularities, and structures from massive movement
datasets. +e data mining algorithms used in trans-
portation are varied. +ese algorithms focus on clustering
[8], density, and sequential characteristics [9, 10] in time
and space. +e leisure activities of car tourists are carried
out in a road network. +e activity sequences can be
modeled in a graph that consists of different nodes (for
example, parking lots and cultural sites) and edges with
direction that are the order of locations visited. For this
kind of dataset, graph mining is a widely used method that
finds interesting patterns in graph representation data
[23]. +e detected patterns are typically expressed as
graphs, which may be subgraphs of graphical data or more
abstract expressions of the trends reflected in data [24].
One form of graph mining is frequent subgraph mining,
which is used to identify frequently occurring patterns
(subgraphs) across a collection of “small” graphs or in a
“large” graph [25]. Various subgraph mining algorithms
have been proposed. +ese algorithms can be further
classified based on the search strategies, i.e., either
breadth-first or depth-first searches. +e depth-first
search strategy is more computationally efficient, such as
in gSpan (graph-based Substructure pattern mining) [26],
MoFa (Molecule Fragment Miner) [27], FFSM (Fast
Frequent Subgraph Mining) [28], and Gaston (GrAph/
Sequence/Tree extractiON) [29], SPIN (Spanning tree
based maximal graph mining) [30]. However, FFSM and
Gaston cannot be used for directed graphs without major
changes. Only MoFa is suitable for finding directed fre-
quent subgraphs, and for gSpan, only minor changes are
necessary [31]. Other related works include significant
pattern mining Leap [32], maximal frequent subgraph
mining Margin [33], and frequent subgraphs in multi-
graphs [34].

During the past few years, trajectory-based methods
have been used to analyze transportation systems
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[10, 11, 13, 14]. In many applications, moving entities are
considered moving points whose trajectories (i.e., paths
through space and time) can be visualized and analyzed. In
transportation, the collected trajectory data can be presented
in origin-destination (OD) data with aggregation methods
[35]. Such OD data can be visualized with a set of techniques,
including flow maps [36, 37] and OD maps [38]. Never-
theless, the study of the spatial dimensions of tourism re-
mains amostly underexplored area of research, although this
research area is expanding due to the advances of new in-
formation and communication technologies (ICT). Tradi-
tional approaches in tourism can be divided into two
categories, which are direct observation techniques (e.g.,
interviews, trip diaries, and recall diaries) and non-
observation techniques (e.g., GPS tracking and video
tracking), but the use of nonparticipant observation only is
the best technique for privacy reasons [5]. Even with ICT
support, this technique has difficulties in data collection, and
the large-scale sampling of passenger data is costly. Most
published studies related to movement patterns are still
descriptive, and they employ small sample sizes that are
highly controlled. Moreover, this kind of research is focused
on the human movement in tourist intradestination. +ere
have been a few studies that have explored car-related spatial
movement patterns in tourist destinations. Even so, the
research was aimed at large-scale car tourists’ activities [39]
or used the questionnaire method, which is prone to biases
and errors [40]. +erefore, given the requirements of pro-
tecting privacy, increasing data volume, and avoiding in-
vestigator biases, it is necessary to conduct flow pattern
research based on continuous time-series data acquired
from sensors.

3. Study Area

Dapeng Island, located in the east of Shenzhen (as shown in
Figure 1), is an essential node in the “Guangdong-Hong
Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area,” and it is the only pioneer
zone of national tourism reform and innovation in Guang-
dong province. Dapeng has abundant tourism resources, such
as Dapeng Ancient City, National Geological Park, and Folk
Village. +e “Shenzhen Tourism Statistics Bulletin” showed
that a total of 139 million tourists visited this city in 2018.+e
increase was 5.97 percent each year, of which only one-tenth
was group tourists. +is indicates that most tourism activities
are carried out by individual visitors. Because of topo-
graphical constraints, tourism transportation on the island
has not been fully developed. Owned and rented car tours are
the main modes of visiting the island for individual tourists.
+e Dapeng Transportation Bureau has analyzed the trend of
motorized travel demand on the island and predicted that the
total annual traffic flow would be 504000 cars/year. At the
peak time of “Golden Week,” about 35000 cars/day entered
into the island, of which 79% were car tourists.

4. Distribution of Monitoring Points

Urban transportation systems usually employ GPS tech-
nology to capture taxi and bus tracks. Different from this

kind of public transportation research, this paper aims to
analyze the flow patterns of car tourists at multiple attrac-
tions. It is difficult to install GPS device on each personal car.
+erefore, we chose roadside monitoring devices to collect
traffic flow. In addition, urban road network includes ex-
pressways, ordinary roads, and community roads. It has a
large number of nodes and complex structure. In order to
monitor each road segment, many devices will need to be
deployed on roads. So, the key road segments and tourist
attractions were selected as the locations of monitoring
points. Five video devices were deployed at key roads, and
two video devices were deployed in parking lots. +e labels
of monitoring devices are A1, A2, A5, A7, A10, P1, and P2
(as shown in Figure 2).

+e detected tourist flow at each monitoring point is
shown in Table 1.

5. Methods

In this study, a cloud-based database system was established
to store traffic data after they were uploaded via 4G com-
munication technologies. +e collected data includes license
plate numbers, time of passage, and labels for monitoring
points. In order to protect tourists’ private information,
license plate numbers were changed into car IDs and only
the registration places of cars were extracted. After data
collection period, the license plate numbers will be deleted
from the database.

+e proposed approach is outlined in Figure 3. +is
section introduces the detailed steps for the mining of
frequent flow patterns of car tourists at the microscale in a
tourist intradestination. First, car tourists were separated
from mixed traffic flow after analyzing the temporal
characteristics of collected data. Second, spatial move-
ment graphs of traffic flow were reconstructed for each
day. Each movement graph is a connected and directed
graph where vertices are monitoring points and directed
edges are tourist flow between two monitoring points.
+en, a frequent subgraph mining algorithm (gSpan) was
used to detect the flow patterns between road segments
and tourist attractions. Next, in order to reduce the
number of frequent flow patterns, small overlapping
subgraphs were removed from the results. Finally, we
analyzed the spatial-temporal characteristics of flow
patterns intradestination.

5.1. Preprocessing Source Data. When collecting data, it is
inevitable that problem data will be collected. +is can be
caused by a problem with the device, such as an aging or
damaged camera. Additionally, a license plate may be
blurred, blocked, or damaged, especially in bad weather,
which can affect the efficiency of car recognition. Fur-
thermore, it is challenging to identify some special
characters and confusing numbers on license plates. +e
above issues can lead to data distortion. To ensure the
accuracy and reliability of the analyzed results, the col-
lected data need to be processed at first. +e rules of
processing are as follows:
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(1) Deleted irrelevant fields: +e primary information
such as car license plate number, label of monitoring
device, and collection time is retained.

(2) Removed null values and corrected license plate
attributions.

(3) Eliminated invalid data, such as special car license
plates and duplicate data.

(4) Corrected confusing letters and numbers in car
icense plates.

5.2. Identifying Car Tourists. In this study, tourist flow was
divided into three types. One type consisted of commuters
on the island, the next consisted of intracity tourists (local
weekend tourists in Shenzhen), and the last type consisted of
intercity tourists (leisure tourists from outside of Shenzhen).
+e collected data came from the cameras on the roads and
in parking lots. +ese three types of flows were mixed to-
gether in the collected data. It is necessary to separate the
different types of traffic flows. +e detailed steps are shown
in Figure 4.

+e data collected from the parking lots were classified
into intracity tourists and intercity tourists according to the
registration location of car license plates.

As we know, the number of trips made by tourists and
local commuters is different. Tourists only visit the island
occasionally on weekends or holidays. Local residents on the
islandmight drive more times per week.+erefore, we took a
week as a unit and determined if a car had visited the island
during that week. If so, this car would be tagged once. +en,

we counted the number of weeks a car appeared in each
month. If the number of weeks visited exceeded a predefined
threshold, this car was considered to be a commuter.
Otherwise, this car was considered to be a tourist.

+erefore, for the data collected from roads, we first set a
threshold manually based on the statistics of the number of
weeks visited in one month to distinguish island commuters
and tourists. Next, we categorized visitors into intracity car
tourists and intercity car tourists based on where their
license plates are registered. Finally, different types of traffic
flows were separated and aggregated.

In order to verify the usability and reliability of the proposed
method, the visiting characteristics of all cars were analyzed.+e
result is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, the proportion of
weeks in one month in which the car appears is the highest,
reaching 88.86%.+e percentage of cars appearing on the island
for less than two weeks is 95%. In addition, we counted the
percentage of cars in the parking lots relative to the total
number of cars. +e ratio is 78.6%, which is close to the ratio of
79% counted by Dapeng Transportation Bureau during peak
tourist periods. +e ratio of the number of weeks visited in one
month (88.86%) is greater than the statistical result of Trans-
portation Bureau (79%). We think that the Transportation
Bureau only considered the tourists in parking lots. +erefore,
the threshold in this study is oneweek for extracting car tourists.

5.3. Reconstructing the SpatialMovementGraphs. In order to
model the flow patterns of car tourists, labeled direct graphs
are used to construct movement relationships between
monitoring points. In particular, each vertex of the direct

Table 1: Car tourists detected at monitoring points.

Label Location Detected car tourists
A1 Kuinan Road Dapeng Community and Xinda Community
A2 Dongchong Road Dongchong Community
A5 Pengfei Road Dapeng community and Dapeng Ancient City, Jiaochangwei Folk Village, Dongshan Temple
A7 Fumin Road Nan’ao Community
A10 Nanxi Road Xichong Community
P1 Jiaochangwei Park Lots Jiaochangwei Folk Village
P2 Ancient City Park Lots Dapeng Ancient City, Dongshan Temple
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Cloud database
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Preprocess data

Extract the valid records
Extract continuous data, during

this period, all monitoring
device is normal operation

Analyze the time characteristics
of source data

Find the vehicles in parking lot
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Find the vehicles that visit the
island each week

Count the number of weeks that
each car appears in a month

Create graph dataset

Create the traffic spatial
movement graph from the

sequence data each day

Construct the sequence data of
monitoring points that each

vehicle passes each day in
chronological order

Separate car tourists and
commuting residents based on
the weekly threshold and the

historical vehicles in the
parking lots

Frequent sub-graph mining

Remove small overlapping
sub-graphs

Spatio-temporal charateristics
of vehicles

Analyze spatio-temporal
characteristics and tourist flow

patterns

Spatial flow patterns of car
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Figure 3: +e detailed steps for mining frequent patterns in tourist flow.
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graph corresponds to a monitoring point, and each edge
corresponds to a directed connection between two moni-
toring points passed by car tourists. +e related definitions
are as follows:

Definition 1. Label Graph. Given a set of vertices
V � v1, v2, . . . , vk , a set of edges connecting two vertex in
V, E � eh � (vi, vj)|vi, vj ∈ V , a set of vertex labels
L(V) � lb(vi)|∀vi ∈ V , and a set of edge labels
L(E) � lb(eh) |∀eh ∈ E , eh is a direct edge that has the start
vertex vi and end vertex vj, then a label graph G is repre-
sented as

G � (V, E, L(V), L(E)). (1)

In the graph dataset, the label of an edge is represented by a
label pair of twomonitoring points in the tourist visiting order.
A graph consists of edges connecting the monitoring points
visited by each tourist in one day. +e advantage of using the
vertex label pair as an edge label is that it maintains the
temporal and spatial order of the two monitoring points that
tourists pass through. When mining a labeled graph, the
spatial-temporal order of monitoring points in results could be

preserved. Using this representation, the problem of finding
frequent flow patterns of car tourists becomes a problem of
mining frequent subgraphs in all movement graphs.

5.4. Mining Frequent Subgraphs. Some definitions related to
frequent subgraph mining are given below.

Definition 2. Subgraph. A subgraph g2 � (V2, E2) of graph
g1 is a graph in which V2 ⊆V1, E2 � E1 ∩ (V2 × V1)

Definition 3. Support of a subgraph g. Given a labeled graph
dataset GD � g1, g2, . . . , gn , the support or frequency of a
subgraph g is the percentage (or number) of graphs in GD.

Definition 4. Frequent subgraph. A frequent subgraph is a
graph whose support is not less than a minimum support
threshold. +e minimum support threshold represents the
minimum number of occurrences of a subgraph. To obtain
the frequent patterns, we chose to manually set the value of
minimum threshold.

Definition 5. Mini Code. First, a depth-first search is per-
formed on the graph to form a DFS (depth-first search) tree,
and then this tree is scanned. +e order of the scanned edges
constitutes a sequence called the DFS Code. +e DFS Codes
are sorted in a lexicographic order to find the smallest DFS
code that uniquely identifies the graph. +is minimum DFS
Code is called the mini Code.

After constructing the movement graphs of tourist flow,
the subgraphminingmethodwas used to explore the frequent
patterns. As demonstrated in related works, there are many
kinds of subgraph mining algorithms. +e AGM (Apriori-
based GraphMining) [41] can discover all frequent subgraphs
(both connected and disconnected) in a graph database that
satisfy a specific minimum support constraint.+is algorithm
uses an approach similar to Apriori, and it requires 40
minutes to 8 days to find the result subgraphs in a dataset
containing 300 chemical compounds. +e algorithm FSG
(finding frequently occurring subgraphs in large graph) [42]
adopts an adjacent representation of a graph and an edge-
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growing strategy to find all of the connected subgraphs that
frequently appear in a graph database.+e results have shown
that FSG can be finished in 600 seconds. gSpan [26] is
designed to reduce or avoid the candidate generation and

pruning false positives used in AGM and FSG. gSpan can
complete the same task in 10 seconds. Considering the ef-
ficiency, in this study, gSpan was used to mine frequent
subgraphs in a directed graph dataset and then find the
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Table 2: Types of car tourist visiting the island.

Types Number of records Number of graphs
All car tourists 361693 76
Intracity car tourists in Shenzhen 240452 76
Intercity car tourists outside Shenzhen 121241 75
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frequent subgraphs withmaximum length in the results as the
flow patterns of car tourists. +e algorithmic details of gSpan
are available in reference [26]. An extended instruction is
given below. +e method consisted of two steps: (1) Finding
the frequent subgraphs using gSpan: First, the frequencies of
edges and nodes of all graphs was calculated. Second, the
frequencies were compared with the minimum support
threshold and the infrequent edges and nodes were removed.
+en, the remaining nodes and edges were reordered
according to the frequency. And, the frequency of each edge
was calculated again. Finally, the subgraphs of the restored
graph were mined according to mini Code and it was de-
termined whether the current DFS encoding is the minimum
code or not. If so, current edges were added to the results, and

further attempts were made to add possible edges. If not, the
mining process was finished. (2) Finding frequent subgraphs
withmaximum length:+ere are a large number of subgraphs
in the obtained results, and some subgraphs are partial graphs
of the others. +erefore, this kind of subgraph was deleted by
comparing the labels of nodes and edges, and the final results
were the maximum frequent subgraphs.

6. Results

In this section, we first analyzed the spatial and temporal
distribution of tourist flows by statistical methods and maps.
+en, we divided the tourist flows into intracity car tourists
and intercity car tourists and used a frequent subgraph
mining algorithm for pattern recognition. Finally, we
summarized the movement patterns of all tourists.

6.1. Spatial-Temporal Characteristics of the Tourist
Traffic Flow

6.1.1. Temporal Characteristics. Figure 6(a) depicts 295
days of data before any preprocessing was applied. Due to
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Figure 8: Flow patterns inferred from intracity tourists.

Table 3: +e list of flow patterns inferred from intracity tourists.

Figures Patterns
Figure 8(a) (A1⟶ P2 andA1⇔P1)

Figure 8(b) A1⟶ P2⟶ P1⟶ A1
Figure 8(c) A1⟶ A2 andA1⇔P1⇔P2
Figure 8(d) A1⟶ A10 andA1⇔P1⇔P2
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the failure of device communication or power, the con-
structed movements graphs may be incomplete, which
would lead to the loss of frequent subgraphs. +erefore,
we selected 76 days of valid data as the dataset for frequent
pattern mining. Figure 6(b) shows that (1) the tourist
flows at A2 and A10 near the sandy beaches has similar
temporal characteristics. +eir peak hours of tourist
volume occur both on holidays and weekends, while on
weekdays, the flow curves are relatively stable. (2) P1 and
P2 are located in two parking lots. Although there are
differences in the tourist volumes, the trends are similar.
(3) For the two entrances to the tourist attractions, the
average daily volume of tourist traffic at A1 is 0.7 times
that of A5. After sorting the volume of tourist traffic,
Pengcheng Community has the most car tourists, followed
by two tourist attractions with a sandy beach (i.e.,
Dongchong and Xichong Community), and the least
visited attraction is Nanao Community.

6.1.2. Spatial Characteristics. Figure 7 shows the flowmap of
the aggregated tourists transferring in multiple monitoring
point pairs. +e tourist volumes are depicted and sorted in
the left bar chart in the figure, and the link thickness rep-
resents the traffic volume. As can be seen, the links with the
largest traffic volume are A5P1, A5P2, P2P1, A10A2,
A1P1, and A1P2 (A5P1 is a simplified form for A5↔P1,
which represents the forth and back tourist flow between A5
and P1). +ese links could be divided into two areas,
C1(A1, A5, P1, P2) and C2(A2, A10). Further inspection
reveals that the number of tourists transferring between P1
and P2 in area C1 is close to the value between A2 and A10
in area C2, but the number of tourists visiting P1 and P2 is
3.12 times that of A2 and A10.

6.2. Analyses of the Detected Flow Patterns. +e flow map is
intuitive, but it suffers from serious visual clutter, and it is
difficult to read because of overlapping flows. It can also be
seen in Figure 7 that the flow map only shows the traffic
volumes between the monitoring points in the tourist
destination. But, it could not express the spatial transfer
directions of car tourists. +erefore, these facts motivate us
to find a new approach to solve these problems. +is section
describes the use of frequent subgraph mining algorithm to
explore the spatial flow patterns with directions in tourist
traffic and to obtain the maximum frequent patterns from
the daily tourist movement graphs according to a predefined
minimum support threshold. By using the identification
method of car tourists introduced in Section 5, two types of

data were extracted and used for the subsequent flow pattern
mining (listed in Table 2).

6.2.1. Flow Patterns of Intracity Tourists in Shenzhen.
+e experiments were conducted with the dataset of intracity
car tourists in Shenzhen (as shown in Table 2). +e mini-
mum support threshold for gSpan was set to 73. +e spatial
flow patterns are represented in Figure 8 and listed in Ta-
ble 3.+e inferred patterns could be divided into two groups.
One group consists of the patterns shown in Figures 8(a) and
8(b), which show the tourist spatial transfer process in area
C1. +e other group contains the patterns shown
Figures 8(c) and 8(d), which represent the tourists trans-
ferring between area C1 and area C2. +e two groups
demonstrate that the intracity car tourists who arrived at P1
and P2 preferred to choose Kuinan Road at A1 instead of
Pengfei Road at A5. +e difference between Figures 8(a) and
8(b) is the existence of the circle tourist flow. +e difference
between Figures 8(c) and 8(d) is the presence of tourists flow
back and forth.+e tourist flow from A1 to A2 have only one
direction. One of the reasons may be that this study failed to
find a suitable monitoring point on Pingxi Road, resulting in
the loss of directionality for this part of tourist flow.

6.2.2. Flow Patterns of Intercity Car Tourists. Figure 9 shows
flow patterns of intercity car tourists.+e dataset used in this
section is composed of intercity tourists (as shown in Ta-
ble 2). +e minimum support threshold for gSpan was set to
56. +e result flow patterns are sorted by the support
threshold, as listed in Table 4.

From these patterns, the following could be con-
cluded. (1) +e most frequent patterns are shown in
Figures 9(a)–9(c). +e frequencies of the discovered flow
patterns are 62, 62, and 61, respectively. +ese three
patterns describe the preference of intercity tourists for
area C1.+is kind of tourists first visited one of attractions
near a parking lot P1 or P2 and then visited another
attraction, or just visited one tourist attraction near P1 or
P2. (2)+e above three patterns are different from those of
the intracity tourists in Shenzhen. +ere is no circle tour
between P1, P2, and A1. +e reason for this is that some
tourists chose to continue drive to area C2. (3) +e
minimum support threshold of these two patterns, as
shown in Figures 9(d) and 9(e), is significantly smaller
than that shown in Figures 9(a)–9(e), but it reflects the
spatial transfer preferences of tourists from neighboring
cities in areas C1 and C2. In Figure 9(d), the car tourists
tended to drive directly from A5 to A10 after visiting

Table 4: +e list of the flow patterns inferred from intercity tourists.

Figures Patterns
Figure 9(a) A1⟶ P2⟶ P1
Figure 9(b) A1⇔P1⇔P2
Figure 9(c) A1⟶ P1 andA1⟶ P2
Figure 9(d) A5⟶ P1⟶ A10
Figure 9(e) A10⟶ P1⇔P2 andA10⇔A2
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attractions near P1. As shown in Figure 9(e), the car
tourists that flowed between A10 and A2 went back to P1
and changed car parking lots between P1 and P2.

However, there is no tourist flow to A1 and A5. +e reason
for this may be that the traffic flow of Pingxi Road (the
expressway in and out of the peninsula) was not
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Figure 10: Flow patterns of all tourists.
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monitored. +is part of traffic flow could directly arrive
and then leave from A10.

6.2.3. Flow Patterns of All Tourists. +is section presents an
exploration of the spatial flow patterns of all car tourists. +e
results are shown in Figure 10. +e minimum support
threshold for gSpan was set to 73, which means that 73 of the
76 graphs contained the discovered flow pattern. +e result
patterns are listed in Table 5.

All of the patterns shown in Figure 10 have tourist
flow between area C1 and area C2. +is is consistent with
the trend in the flow map (shown in Figure 7). As the
picture shows, A1 is the main entrance for tourists to
enter and exit Dapeng Island. Some of the car tourists
drove to P1 or P2, and the rest flowed to A10 or A2.
Figures 10(a)–10(c) show the directions of tourist flows
between the Dapeng Community, Pengcheng Commu-
nity, and Xichong Community. Figure 10(d) shows the
directions of tourist flows between Dapeng Community,
Pengcheng Community, and Dongchong Community.
Figure 10(e) represents only the directions of tourist flows
between Dapeng Community and Dongchong Commu-
nity. Furthermore, the directions of tourist flows in area
C1 and area C2 or between area C1 and area C2 are
different. Taking Figures 10(a)–10(c) as examples, al-
though the orders of P1 and P2 that are accessed from A1
have a lack of regularity, they have their own charac-
teristics when considering the accompanying paths to
A10. +ese examples indicate that if there is a tourist flow
between A1 and A10, it could be divided into two cases. In
one case, some of the tourists returned directly, and in the
other case, some of the tourists flowed to P1. In the first
case, either the tourist flow passing by A1 first accessed P2
and then visited P1, or both P1 and P2 had tourists at the
same time. In the second case, some of the tourists
returned from A10, visited P1 and P2, and then left the
island.

7. Conclusions and Discussions

7.1. Conclusions. In order to facilitate the management of
tourist traffic flow, the car tourists in Dapeng Island were
taken as a research case. +e experimental analysis used real
data captured by video devices in the research area. Due to the
lack of suitable device installation locations, the captured
picture from the video device had a certain distance from the
road.+e catch rate of the tourists’ cars was low. However, the
detailed time-series data in one day could be collected.
Compared with the manual survey, the collected data was

improved in terms of reliability and richness. A day was
chosen as the time unit for frequent pattern mining. After
selecting the available data, we divided the data of cars into
intracity and intercity tourists. Next, the license plate data
were transformed into movement graphs according to the
visited location sequence between multiple monitoring
points. +e intricate flow patterns of the car tourists were
discovered by gSpan algorithm, which had the best perfor-
mance in terms of the quality of the results and the execution
time and which had already proven to be efficient for frequent
subgraph mining. +e conclusions are as follows:

(1) +e car tourists had obvious preferences in the se-
lection of trip time and tourist attractions (shown in
Figures 6 and 7). In terms of time, the curves of
tourist flow at each monitoring point were similar.
+ere were a large number of car tourists at various
attractions on holidays, but the volume of car tourists
was relatively lower on weekdays. +e same types of
attractions had the similar trends in tourist flow,
such as the two attractions with a sandy beach
(Dongchong Community and Xichong Community)
and the ancient city and cultural attractions (Dapeng
Ancient City and Dongshan Temple). In terms of
space, the attractions that are close to the entrance of
a scenic area and rich in tourist resources were more
popular with tourists. However, due to the terrain
barrier in the scenic area, the traffic conditions af-
fected the movements of tourists between multiple
attractions.

(2) Different types of car tourists had similar spatial
choices in scenic area (shown in Figures 8–10). For
example, different types of tourists had flow patterns
that described the movements in one area (as shown
in Figures 8(a), 8(b) and 9(a)–9(c)) and the move-
ments between different areas (as shown in
Figures 8(c), 8(d), 9(d), and 9(e)). +e intercity
tourists and intracity tourists had different choices in
scenic spots. +e intercity tourists would take
multidestination trips instead of single destination
trips in the same type of attractions. As can be seen in
Figures 8 and 9, there are the two sandy beach at-
tractions in areaC2, the intracity tourists tend to visit
one of them, while the intercity tourists would visit
both attractions. Specifically, to save time and
money, intercity tourists would visit multiple at-
tractions in one trip instead of making multiple trips.
Additionally, another difference was that there was
no circlet in area C1 for intercity tourists and no
traffic flow between A2 and A10 for intracity tourists.

Table 5: +e list of flow patterns inferred from all tourists.

Figures Patterns
Figure 10(a) (A1⟶ A10⟶ A1) and (A10⟶ P1⇔P2) and (P1⟶ A1)

Figure 10(b) (A1⇔A10 andA1⟶ P1 andA1⟶ P2)

Figure 10(c) (A1⇔P10 andA1⟶ P2⟶ P1⟶ A1)

Figure 10(d) (A1⇔P1⇔P2 andA1⇔A10⇔A2)

Figure 10(e) (A1⇔P1⇔P2 andA1⟶ A2)
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(3) Although the patterns depicted on the map look
complicated and messy, after the patterns are con-
verted to rules, they become clear. In pattern maps,
only Figures 8(b), 9(a), and 9(d) show a clear uni-
directionality. +e rest is complex and is difficult to
compare. As we can see from Figure 8(a), the
intracity tourists passing point A1 could be divided
into two groups, one group flowed to parking lot P1,
and then leaved the scenic area from P1. +e other
group flowed to parking lot P2. Two groups have
simultaneity in tourist routes. So, we could convert
the flow patterns to rules and use “and” to illustrate
the simultaneity of different routes in the same
pattern (as shown in Tables 3–5). By this way, all
patterns can be applied to traffic control system for
regional tourism.

(4) Large primary attractions are more attractive than
smaller secondary attractions. Looking from the
arrow on the pattern maps, tourists always visit area
C1 first and then select area C2. +e main reason is
that area C1 has abundant tourism resources and
diverse tourism activities. For example, there are
cultural attractions (e.g., Dapeng Ancient City and
Dongshan Temple), sandy beach entertainments,
and large parking lots for tourists in area C1. +ese
factors are also often considered in the evaluation of
the importance of attractions in tourism network.

(5) +e tourists tended to park their cars in an easy-to-
access place, even if the visited attractions are
changed, as shown in Figures 8(a)–8(d), 9(b), and
9(e). Again, here we take area C1 as an example. +e
distance between the Dapeng Ancient City and
Dongshan Temple is about 1 km. On the pattern
maps, we can see that there are two-way arrows
pointing to the two parking lots P1 and P2. +is
indicates that the car tourists tended to park their
cars to the nearest parking lot, so that they could pick
them up when the tour destination is changed.

7.2. Discussions. Tourist flow is the key to traffic man-
agement in tourism destinations, and it affects the de-
velopment of tourism on an island and the experience of
tourists. +e recent development of transport technolo-
gies has shown that traffic flow data will be increasingly
collected and it will be available for data analysis.
+erefore, advanced data analytics should be used to
interpret and depict the complex movements of car
tourists. +e proposed approach in this study was
intended to find (i) the statistical summaries of the spatial-
temporal characteristics of car tourists in the research
area, helping to discover patterns from the mass car
license plate data; (ii) the flow patterns of intercity and
intracity tourists, helping to illustrate the different pref-
erences of the two types of car tourists; and (iii) the most
frequent patterns of all tourists, helping to identify the law
of tourist movement and make efficient policy for the
management of tourist traffic flow. +e presented ap-
proach enriched the analytical methodology of tourist

traffic flow and suggested a shift from the conventional
and complicated paper or computer interview-based
method to a dynamic flow graph-based method. Fur-
thermore, we have shown how transportation data pro-
vides hard-to-obtain insights and quantitative results for
tourists.

In order to illustrate the law of spatial movement of
tourists, related studies have proposed a variety of macro
flow patterns [43–45]. For example, in 2008, McKercher [46]
proposed 11 prominent route styles in urban destinations.
+e macropatterns retain only the main components and
simplify the details and are often used in tourism man-
agement to guide destination development. Compared with
modeling the flow patterns of tourists at the macrolevel,
modeling tourist flow at the microscale is more complicated.
Lew and McKercher [17] noted that it is a challenge to
balance model effectiveness and usability. +e reason is that
simple patterns may not provide enough details for use and
complex patterns may be difficult to interpret and apply. In
this study, we used the video devices installed at key nodes of
road network to collect tourist traffic flows and used the
frequent subgraph mining algorithm to discover flow pat-
terns at the microscale. +e extracted patterns can be
converted into rules and applied to the traffic control system
for the management of regional tourists. +e difficulty of
finding and applying patterns at microscale could be
overcome by this way.

During the peak period of tourism, the number of car
tourists in the scenic area increases sharply. It is easy to
result in road congestion and uneven distribution of
tourists between attractions. With the use of traffic flow
data, the daily, monthly, and seasonal characteristics of
tourists can be analyzed, the future tourist flow can be
predicted, and the flow patterns can be obtained by data
mining methods. +us, the traffic management department
can effectively control the tourist traffic flow, and the
tourism department can develop attractive tourism prod-
ucts to achieve a spatial balance of the distribution of
tourists, reduce traffic congestion and harmful gas emis-
sions and weaken the impact of tourism environment and
human body.

Inside a scenic area, attractions form a complex net-
work of tourist flow due to the frequent spatial interaction.
Each attraction is both the origin and destination of car
tourists. Due to the differences in attractiveness, degree of
development, and convenience of transportation, tourists
have shown special preferences when choosing attractions
and trip routes. Accordingly, effective identification of
these preferences will be beneficial to the development of
tourist market and will also helpful for tour planners to
understand how tourists see the spatial connection of
multiple attractions. However, traditional manual surveys
are time-consuming and laborious, and the amount of data
obtained is small. It is difficult to reveal tourist preferences
by this way. Frequent subgraph mining algorithms provide
a desirable method for identifying the spatial preferences of
tourists. +is kind of method could perform well under the
support of a large amount of movement data between
attractions.
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+is study has several limitations. Firstly, due to lack of
power supply facilities, it was unable to collect the traffic data
for each day. When applying the model to the actual control
of tourist traffic flow, it is necessary to further co-operate
with the traffic management department to obtain com-
prehensive traffic flow data. Secondly, this study focused on
the mining of flow patterns, the influencing factors behind
the identified patterns were not further analyzed. As men-
tioned by Lew andMcKercher [17], factors related to tourists
and destinations can affect how tourists move or travel in a
destination. +ese factors include family composition, in-
come, and valid information obtained before travelling. It is
difficult to obtain these factors by relying only on the traffic
flow data collected in the traffic monitoring system.
+erefore, in future work, field investigation will be
necessary.
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